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The capacity is rated at 48 to 170 tons per twenty-four hours, and the peripheral speed is maintained at about 750 feet per min. (29-8 revolutions per minute). The capacity and power depend on the weight of the pebble charge, and vary also according to the hardness and size of the material to be ground.
The ore is fed in by a scoop or spiral feed, attached by an extension piece to the trunnion casting at the apex of the cone with greatest slope. This device picks up a charge of ore at each revolution and feeds it into the mill through the trunnion. No screens are used at the discharge end. The trunnions are turned on the inside after the parts have been fitted together, and are run in bearings of cylindrical sleeve and ball and socket construction. The axis is inclined slightly to the horizontal and according as the obliquity is large or small the discharge is quicker or slower and the crushing coarser or finer. The foundations on which the supports rest are usually now made of concrete with foundation bolts as in. ordinary stamp mill practice. The lining of the mill and the character of the pebbles used are much the same as those ordinarily employed in tube mills. Silex bricks are most common as a lining, but some metallurgists prefer a metal plate lining. This possesses the distinct advantages that it can be made in convenient sections for passing into the mill and that these can be easily removed for1 repairs, necessitating but little delay in the actual grinding process. Banish pebbles are mostly used and recommended, but mine-ore has replaced them in a few instances, although, not with complete success. Steel balls are also used, and in this case the lining is of steel.
David Cole1 cites a case in which the silex lining was dispensed with and a pebble lining substituted. After -125 days the lining was in good condition, whereas the silex lining they had previously used had an average life of 75 days. The pebble lining, too, being rough, requires no " lifters/'
The work of crushing progresses as follows : - As the ore enters it comes into contact with the larger pebbles, and, when crushed to a certain degree passes on between slightly smaller pebbles, which by u siting action have found positions on the incline of the out-let- end. The charge is lifted at- right angles to the axis, which, as before mentioned, is slightly inclined, cither by pure friction or by specially arranged lifters attached to the lining, and then tends to fall vertically owing to the action of gravity. Thus a gradual progression of the ore towards t he exit is maintained. The ore is crushed partly by the impact- and partly by the grinding action of the falling pebbles. The peculiar feature of the machine, is the gradual si/Jug of both the pebbles which are crushing ami the material which is being crushed. The great difference in the sixc of the particles i,s comparatively equalised by the diminished fall and the reduced speed at- the periphery, (inwlation in si/e is dependent on the amount, of feed, the inclination of the mill, and the rapidity • of the discharge. By having the mill only slightly inclined and carrying a large load of pebbles, it. is stated by Hardinge tint the material may be crushed to a very fine state of division.
llardinge mills may be run singly, in tandem or in series. In some cases " the llardinge mill has replaced stamps altogether, the ore passing straight from the rock breakers to a ball mill, after which it is classified and the oversize further reduced in a pebble mill whose dimensions arc determined by the degree of fineness required. The oversize from the pebble mill is classified
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